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"Entrepreneurs tend to over-estimate the potential sales volume for their products. This is
understandable; unbridled enthusiasm is a personality trait that allows entrepreneurs to plow
through uncertainty and risk as they pursue their venture. But shining the hot lights of reality on
their demand assumptions would greatly improve their chances of success." -- NICHOLAS
CASTALDO, Community Track "For a judge, or more importantly, an investor, a business
summary without a clearly defined, thoughtful and executable sales and marketing strategy is
like a sports car with no gas. The sports car may look hot, but you aren't going anywhere fast." --
MELISSA KRINZMAN, Community Track

"One of the key areas that entrepreneurs must address is adapting their product to market
feedback. This is a task where experienced mentors can provide critical guidance to first time
entrepreneurs." --ROBERT HACKER, FIU Track

"The Business Plan for TruCycle stood out because of its simplicity, directness, and it avoided
the use of jargon. TruCycle contained a thorough analysis of the market and the product
(process), but it lacked some details regarding implementation. However, it answered the most
basic question: Is it filling/satisfying a need? Yes!'' --ANA CELA HARRIS, FIU Track

"Business planning is about testing assumptions so facts should be provided to back up major
assumptions.'' --RAFAEL CRUZ, Community Track

"I was pleasantly surprised by the quality, originality and social consciousness of the FIU plans.
Each of these entrepreneurs is already a winner by just having entered the Challenge. Don't
permit the results of this competition to be an obstacle in the pursuit of your dreams.''
--RICARDO WEISZ, FIU Track

"The most difficult Business Plans to read are those that have too much jargon, or use technical
words or acronyms to convey ideas that can be conveyed more directly. They try to dazzle with
technical language, but, in the end, lose credibility because it appears inflated (smoke and
mirrors). Also, if a reader has to read the first paragraph three times to try to figure out what
you're selling, then you've completely lost your reader.'' --ANA CELA HARRIS, FIU Track

"It was great to see we have so many young, promising entrepreneurs right here in South
Florida. It's exciting to know how motivated they are by the American Dream!'' -- VINCE VIRGA,
Student Track

"There were a number of business summaries that did not include basic background information
about the founders. How could the judges judge whether or not the business was being steered
by a Captain Kirk or a Captain Crunch? These entrepreneurs should have included information in
their bios that clearly illustrated historic accomplishments and transferable skill sets or included
bio summaries of accomplished advisors who would provide advice and guidance on critical
operating decisions." -- MELISSA KRINZMAN, Community Track



"It is always encouraging to see young people using their creativity, imagination and research
skills to develop viable business ideas. I am hopeful that many more will be inspired to research
and develop new entrepreneurial ideas that could lead to successful ventures in the future."
--ROCKI ROCKINGHAM, Student Track

"There are significant opportunities for entrepreneurs to develop compelling new products and
companies that address the tough economic problems being faced by our country today. The
three winning plans [in the FIU Track] this year addressed the critical areas of structural
unemployment in our aging workforce, the re-powering of our commercial and residential real
estate infrastructure with clean, renewable energy resources and finding, simple effective ways
to reduce commercial and household waste and extend the life of our landfills. These reflect the
creativity and optimism of all the students and other members of the FIU community who took on
the Challenge." -- JOHN FLEMING, FIU Track
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